From Entropy
to Excellence

BY BRIAN KLAPPER

Tremendous organizational energy can be released if the
CLO can identify, train and galvanize key inﬂuencers to
lead the transformation toward operational excellence.

F

ront-line workers — those who are closest to the products or services the company
delivers — have historically been undervalued and ignored in the major activities and decisions of many organizations.
However, these workers are the ones who best sense
and respond to the magnitude of change in today’s
market. Being closest to the action, they are constantly
accumulating market experience and knowledge and
are the ﬁrst ﬁlter for trends.
Ideally, these workplace “heroes” are free to focus
solely on leading and driving change. However, more
often than not, they are tackling these initiatives on
their own time. Directly or indirectly, they implement
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new processes, train employees on new procedures
and act as role models to demonstrate new and better
ways to work. It is the heroes who are the key to successful strategy execution.
However, these front-line workers also can be the
single biggest roadblock to major change. Often, they
are the last to know about change initiatives and are
given little information on the basis for the changes.
The CLO can play a signiﬁcant role in developing
pathways to accelerate this two-way ﬂow of information. After all, when these key employees see the strategies and decisions that result from their own input,
they are substantially more engaged in making them
successful.

IN PRACTICE BLENDING THE FORMAL AND
INFORMAL WITH ENTERPRISE MENTORING
n the learning debate today, formal and informal learning
are often pitted against each other. Proponents of informal
learning often criticize the lack of relational interaction and
individual control associated with formal programs. But skeptics
often criticize informal learning for wasting organizational
resources, arguing that formal learning structures are the only
way to assure measurable compliance with organizational
learning needs.
The truth is that both approaches have strengths that can
be combined to produce learning solutions that achieve both
organizational objectives and individual development at the
same time. One way to achieve this is through various types of
mentoring relationships in an enterprise mentoring system.

I

Self-Directed Mentoring
Many organizations invest heavily in formal high-potential
programs to develop their next generation of senior leaders.
Most try to integrate elements of informal learning into the
process through mentoring or peer learning in cohorts. To
give high potentials more freedom and ﬂexibility in choosing
who their mentors are — and how many they have — some
organizations are moving away from traditional, assigned,
one-to-one mentoring relationships.
For example, mentees might have several concurrent
mentors to meet different developmental objectives, or they
could have a few sequential mentors over the course of a year
to help them reach various milestones. With this informal,
self-directed approach, more cross-silo relationships form
and facilitate the creative melding of disparate knowledge
while broadening relational networks. Some organizations
also encourage high potentials to be mentors themselves so
they can develop the essential leadership competency. This
approach to mentoring also enhances personal initiative and
personal investment in the process.
Group Mentoring
Organizations still invest most of their learning dollars in classroom training and e-learning solutions. Yet a growing number
are expending more resources on group mentoring experiences because they combine some of the intentional learning
qualities of training with the collaborative learning experiences

To fully leverage the company’s collective knowledge base, organizations must develop processes to systematically capture and
channel ﬁeld-level knowledge into decision making and implementation. Luckily, it does not require substantial capital investment to begin. Companies can simply pick a single process and
build a prototype within that process. If success is demonstrated,
other areas of the organization will quickly adopt the methodology — especially if it is clear to those employees that the ideas of
their peers were recognized and implemented.
Ultimately, as organizations institutionalize this approach, new
technologies will provide the relevant data for decision making, as

of mentoring.
Organizations are using group mentoring as a substitute
for or an enhancement to such traditional training subjects as
project management and change management for leaders. For
example, organizations could use group mentoring to help new
managers learn a valuable skill: how to have difﬁcult conversations with direct reports. Instead of adding a few slides
to the new manager orientation or developing an e-learning
module, they could hold group mentoring events — both
distance and face to face — led by experienced managers.
Formal content would be taught and discussed, but participants would plan and practice the real discussions they need
to have with their direct reports. These experiences would then
be debriefed in the group as part of the collaborative learning
experience, providing participants with practical and actionable feedback.
Situational Mentoring
Most organizations are evaluating the use of social networking
software as a way to increase informal learning and crossdepartmental collaboration. The concern many leaders have is
that people will use it like they do their social networking sites
at home: to share pictures and engage in meaningless banter
that is fun but not particularly focused on learning.
In contrast, situational mentoring enables mentees to
recruit a team of advisers who can collaborate with them on
whatever high-impact issue they’re facing. It combines the
power of relational networking with the focus of an intentional
learning experience. Ongoing, open learning dialogues can
take place, as can one-to-one relationships that broaden or
deepen the learning.
Whether trying to formalize informal learning or make
formal programs more relational and organic, blending the two
through various types of mentoring relationships can create
a well-rounded solution that builds off the strengths of each
approach. CLO
Randy Emelo is president and CEO of Triple Creek, a provider of
enterprise mentoring solutions. He has more than 20 years of
experience in management, training and leadership development.
He can be reached at editor@clomedia.com.

well as provide a forum for front-line employees to share their insights and for senior leadership to collect and analyze them. While
in-person visits and face-to-face dialogues are still vitally important, the presence of cheap, ubiquitous data-sharing technology,
such as blogs, RSS feeds, wikis and social sites, allows learning leaders to build ongoing processes to capture detailed information.
Everyday Heroes
Employees are the conduit by which a company can systematically channel fragmented market knowledge into a decisionmaking process that results in better decisions and a work culture
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receptive to execution. Hero-generated ideas are a powerful engine that can help
organizations achieve superior performance and generate sustainable competitive
advantage. Companies that learn to maximize the collective intelligence of their
employee bases stand to gain substantial advantage, protecting and exploiting
their relevance in today’s rapidly changing market.
The fact is, because they are the ones doing the day-to-day work, front-line
heroes see a great many problems and opportunities that their managers don’t.
Data from companies with high-performing idea systems show that roughly 80
percent of overall performance improvement comes from heroes throughout the
organization — while only 20 percent comes from management-initiated projects. It is amazing that most organizations largely ignore the enormous resource
of employee ideas. Either their managers don’t realize the power in employee
ideas, or they have never learned how to tap this power effectively.
Yet organizations that do not leverage the knowledge and passion of their
heroes often ﬁnd themselves incapable of effecting signiﬁcant change. Consider, for example, a large U.S. insurance company that created a team to lead
an enterprisewide ﬁnance transformation. The group reported directly to senior
management and was staffed with cross-functional experts from various lines of
business. However, senior executives failed to recognize and combat the tenacity of the company’s silo mentality. The product-line CFOs, who held the real
organizational power, resisted what they saw as threats by the staff functions,
leaving management with no choice but to abandon the implementation. It had
been estimated that the transformation would have saved the company more
than $15 million annually and would have signiﬁcantly improved the quality
of decision making across the enterprise. In the end, the heroes were not able to
establish themselves as a credible force in an organization that valued experience
and conventional wisdom over change, passion and innovation.
Spot the Supermen
Before learning organizations can leverage valuable front-line employees to their
fullest extent, they ﬁrst must identify and coach them. The process, however, must
be quick: Heroes have no tolerance for bureaucracy and wasted effort. The following
steps should be taken within 30 days to achieve dramatic operational improvements:
1. Apply an operational diagnostic. Change efforts are not working if the organization is always thinking about change; always planning to change; always
meeting about change; always making PowerPoints documenting the change
process; or rarely implementing.
2. Look for heroes out in the ﬁeld and as far away from headquarters as
possible. Heroes generally spend most of their time with the customers.
3. Seek out the most eager change leaders. Keep in mind that these workers
may not be those who are formally recognized by the company, but rather are
sought out by peers for answers. These are the employees who know which
documented procedures don’t work.
4. Form a team of heroes. Put them on a public project with an ambitious
mandate to provide the organization with a tangible, visible, measurable proof
of concept.
5. Provide the team with a hands-on learning experience. An immersive
learning event will enable the group to gain experience, see results ﬁrsthand
and develop the conﬁdence and passion for change.
6. Develop and implement a pilot. Immediately following the hands-on experience, coach the hero team to develop a solution — within 30 days — that
can be viewed and evaluated by all.
7. Gain executive buy-in. After the organization has embraced the pilot, encourage management to provide huge positive reinforcement.
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8. Keep the momentum going. Learning leaders should help the organization roll
out the pilot and quickly begin work on another high-priority initiative. Don’t
let bureaucracy kill momentum with endless reviews, unnecessary meetings and
ongoing debates.
9. Record and communicate success. Work with senior management to document
and spread success throughout the organization. If it is not accurately chronicled
and thoroughly communicated, it will never become part of the company’s learning library.
A Case Study on Change
The fastest-growing city in Canada, Barrie is located on Lake Simcoe in northeastern
Ontario. The city’s mayor, Dave Aspden, most recently ran on a platform of change
and completely replaced the executive leadership team. The city sought to not only
improve the overall efﬁciency and effectiveness of the municipality’s services, but also
to transform the culture of an organization in which the average employee tenure
was nearly 20 years.
“We’re building capacity to manage process improvement projects,” said Jon Babulic, the city’s chief administrative ofﬁcer. “That’s not outsourcing — we’re insourcing work that will either not get done at all or will only get done by outside consultants at a much higher cost. When given the tools to improve the work processes they
use, staff will exceed expectations and resident satisfaction will increase.”
Barrie had spent three years working with myriad external experts to help with its
transformation — without any real success. In each case, the story was essentially the
same: The strong organizational culture deeply rooted in preserving the status quo
repeatedly resisted and ultimately defeated all management-led change efforts. As a
municipality, the workers enjoyed essentially lifetime employment and, as a result,
never felt particularly compelled to embrace change.
Finally, the city took a different approach. Working with The Klapper Institute,
it put the executive leadership team and the 15 heroes who were historically viewed
as the leaders of the resistance through a two-day transformational program. The
program was intended to demonstrate to them ﬁrsthand how their behaviors and
actions contributed to the organization’s performance.
The group took control of an operating company that began as a legacy-based
organization dominated by entrenched silos, “ﬁreﬁghting” and suboptimal ﬁnancial
performance. Over the next two days, the team performed root-cause analysis, built
enlightened experiments, developed rapid pilots and implemented their results. By
the end of the event, they had completely transformed the company, had optimized
organizational performance and, most importantly, had become excited about tackling these targeted issues in their municipality.
Immediately following the workshop, Barrie created two teams and gave them a
30-day time limit to achieve difﬁcult change initiatives. Within 21 days, both teams
had coupled customer insights with their deep and latent knowledge of “how to really get things done” and translated them into experiments and pilots that far exceeded
their mandates. In fact, one of the teams developed a working pilot that is estimated
to save the city $78 million over the next 20 years. Implementation on both initiatives is currently under way, and the level of passion for the change is unprecedented.
Winning in today’s market requires leveraging this untapped wealth of marketsensing capability and engaging these resources in implementation. By enlisting internal heroes, companies will attain nimble, ﬂexible operations and remain relevant
into the next decade and beyond. CLO
Brian Klapper is president of management consulting, education and research
firm The Klapper Institute. He can be reached at editor@clomedia.com.
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